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EXCLUSIVE ACTIVITIES IN FINCA CORTESIN AREA 

 

ASCARI RACE RESORT 

This is the perfect activity for those who love adrenaline and strong emotions. Ascari is the 

world´s ultimate private driver’s club and luxury retreat.   

Enjoy performing in this number one motor sports resort located only a one hour drive 

from Finca Cortesin.  Experiment with their ample fleet of sports cars which range from 

karts and 4x4s to real Formula 1, all chosen from the best that exists worldwide.  Compete 

against your colleagues or improve by the hand of your private racing instructor.   

Ascari embodies all that is great about motorsport.  We will be pleased to help you create 

your own “Ascari Experience”. 

    

 

EXCLUSIVE SHOPPING IN PUERTO BANUS, Marbella 

Until Finca Cortesin´s exclusive commercial centre is inaugurated we recommend our 

guests to visit Puerto Banus.  For the ones who love shopping and like to be “à la mode”, 

Puerto Banus is the place to be, where designer stores are everywhere. From Dolce & 

Gabanna and Dior to local designers and boutiques, everything can be found within a few 

streets.  You will find the latest fashion articles, special occasion dresses, jewelry and all 

kind of unique accessories in exclusive boutiques such as Louis Buitton, Cartier, Carolina 

Herrera, Roberto Verino or Emporio Armani.  

Most designers are located on the front line, where super shops meet super yachts. Further 

stores such as Versace, Fendi or Jimmy Choo can also be found around the harbor.   

 

Complementing the exclusive purchasing, there are also some exceptional interior décor 

shops and a great number of department stores, including one of the largest El Corte 

Ingles in Spain where you will come upon five stories of the most attractive Spanish and 

international brands.  The Gentleman’s Department of El Corte Ingles offers the 

possibility to have your suit tailor made, just for that special event. 
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Puerto Banus is definitely the best place in the area to keep up with fashion and latest 
trends and it is located at only a 30 minute drive from Finca Cortesin.  If you wish to arrive 
in style, we can hire you a limousine for a glamorous day of shopping. 

      

POLO IN SOTOGRANDE 

This equestrian team sport is played all year long in Sotogrande due to the fantastic weather 

conditions.  They are specialized in teaching polo for beginners and running intensive 

regular courses throughout the year.   

Improve your skills with a personal teacher or organize your own private tournament, we 

will make the necessary arrangements on your behalf to put together a team to play. 

Find a comprehensive range of polo equipment and related items of the highest qualities in 

various shops of the area.  

Enjoy the benefits of this exciting outdoor sport only 15 minutes from Finca Cortesin. 
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RENTING A PRIVATE YACHT 

Who has not dreamed of enjoying a 5 star hotel on the sea? 

This is your chance to navigate on a luxury boat sipping a cocktail and watching the 

wonderful enchanting waters of the Mediterranean Sea. 

We have an exclusive fleet of high quality yachts and offer our rental services of luxury 

boats on the Costa del Sol to all those who have ever wanted to take a whim. 

In our fleet of luxury yachts available, you may rent them for as much time as you prefer, 

whether it is for a couple of hours, a whole day or more time. These luxury vessels are 

equipped with every comfort you may think of, which will satisfy the most demanding 

customer.  

By renting a luxury yacht, you may live an unforgettable experience at sea, surrounded by 

every luxury and comfort.  If you want to treat yourself and enjoy a dream vacation, we 

offer the possibility of hiring a luxury yacht, with who you may achieve the desire of feeling 

like a real adventurer, without losing the feeling of being in a 5 star environment. 

 

CASINO DE MARBELLA 

Gamble away at Marbella´s premier Casino, where they offer the most popular styles of 

play including Texas Hold´em, roulettes, and a great classy atmosphere where you can be 

shoulder to shoulder with international celebrities from all around the world. 

The Casino poker tournaments are one of the current main attractions.  The black jack and 

slot machines are also very popular among the wide range of amusements offered. 

The Casino´s restaurant has a reputation of good food, top high class service and a classy 

ambience.  Come enjoy an additional variety of live entertainment. 

     


